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Representatives

Accessories

AC centrifugal fans

AC axial fans

ACmaxx / EC fans

DC fans - specials

DC centrifugal fans

DC axial fan overview
DC axial fan / DC diagonal fan
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DC axial fans

DC axial fans
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Information

DC axial fans

Technical information

Product line

Voltage range

ebm-papst offers you the widest full product line of DC axial and diagonal

Many of our DC fans can be operated on voltages that are up to 50%

fans from 25 mm to 280 mm in size. Every single type of fan can be

lower and 25% higher than their nominal voltage (see voltage range in

optimally integrated in the respective device concept. The highly

the technical tables). This allows the air performance to be adapted to the

economical brushless motor technology of these fans provides a unique

cooling requirements and the noise to be reduced, even if the fan does

variety of intelligent innovations at prices that would have been

not have a control input.

unthinkable a few years ago.
Closed-loop speed control and monitoring
Electronic protection against reverse polarity

Closed-loop speed control and function monitoring are becoming

ebm-papst DC fans have electronically commutated drives with electronic

increasingly important in many applications. ebm-papst offers many fans

protection against reverse polarity. The electronics are integrated in the

in the standard design with a control input and open-collector speed

fan’s impeller hub to save space.

signal.

Product life expectancy

S-Force

A distinctive feature of DC fan technology is the amazing product life

The new S-Force fans with their extremely high blower capacity of up to

expectancy. The outstanding efficiency of the brushless drive results in

1100 m3/h and pressure increase of up to 1400 pascals are capable of

lower heat stress for the bearings, which significantly increases the

dealing with the extreme heat load. If needed, these fans can produce up

service life of the fan.

to 100% more output under full load, and they work with a much broader
delivery bandwidth than current models. This makes them ideal for

Degree of protection

equipment and systems with a high density of components. Thanks to

DC fans with sleeve and ball bearings are powered by class E insulated

intelligent motor features, they can be adapted individually for any

motors. All ebm-papst fans conform to the requirements of degree of

application. S-Force fans are available in standard dimensions. The air

protection IP 20. Fans conforming to IP 54 / IP 68 and special degrees of

flow rate is amazing!

protection are also available.
S-Panther
S-Panther power delivered quietly. Wherever there is need for power
and reduced noise, fans from the S-Panther range are the right
solution. A strong pressure saddle curve at optimum air flow provides
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the power of a real big cat, an S-Panther.
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